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THE GREEN SHEET 

Full-Card Analysis and Selections 
John M. Gaver III 
www.johngaver.com 

 
 
Ellis Park: Summer Meet 2017 
Twenty-Second Day: Sunday, August 13, 2017 
Post Time: 1:50 P.M. Eastern 
Ellis Park Meet Stats: 176-48-33-40—27%W, 69%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
RACE ONE 
21 may be NAME IT AFTER ME’s lucky number, as the chestnut miss looks 
like a solid play to break her maiden in her twenty-first start in this soft 
$5,000 maiden claiming affair going five and a half-furlongs on the main 
track. Fairmount Park invader will be forwardly-placed in a race devoid of 
front-running types—always a good angle—but she has a lacked a winning 
move in the stretch in her past seven starts against arguably lesser stock. 
Louisiana-bred was competitive for a quarter at Hawthorne last winter and 
has finished in the money in 12-of-20 lifetime starts. The inside post draw 
suits; gets the nod. GOLDEN FIRE FLY has shown speed in a pair of route 
races, but may find herself on the front-end early in this spot by default, as 
this field is choc-full of closers. The slight class drop works in her favor and 
the four-year-old may be a tick better on the main track; turf-to-dirt angle 
playable. WHISKEY CHICK returns to the races off a two-month plus layoff 
on the drop for trainer J.R. Caldwell, but this bay filly hasn’t shown much 
in three prior races in Maryland, and her form was going south before she 
was stopped on. She gets in light with the “bug boy” Rayan Gazader named 
for the assignment, and there are no world-beaters in here; threat. The 
first-time starter SWEET CHAR is the unproven commodity in a race 
where the experienced entrants are all in pretty bad form. Chestnut 
daughter Albertus Maximus has a dirt-route oriented pedigree but does 
have a pair of “bullet” works over the local strip to her credit; demands 
your attention in the paddock and post parade—watch the tote board. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-9-8-4 
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RACE TWO 
COLONEL SWINSON looks “live” on the drop for trainer Scooter Dickey in 
the second half of the early double, as the son of Colonel John comes into 
this affair fresh and gets three-pronged class relief dropping out of $16K 
open claiming company at Gulfstream Park into this $5,000 affair for “non-
winners of two races lifetime”. Three-year-old is at his best going eight-
furlongs on dirt, and he doesn’t have to come from out of the clouds to be a 
factor; major player. EMPIRE TAKER has never been in this cheap, has 
finished in the money in seven-of-15 starts lifetime over a “fast” main 
track, and hooked a next-out winner in his last start on turf. Well-bred 
fellow had a poor start in his last race and was six-wide at the three-
sixteenths-pole, and his form has improved in each start since returned to 
competition off an extended layoff back in May. He’s a better horse on the 
main track; turf-to-dirt angle is intriguing. BEACHTOWN BENNY has early 
speed and the one-hole is the place to be in this one-mile test that starts on 
the clubhouse turn. Bay gelding creeps down in class for trainer Chris 
Hartman, and I like that he’s turning back in distance and returning to the 
main track in this spot off an uninspiring effort on the grass in his last 
race. His current form is dicey, but this is a soft race; threat. COACH 
MOORE is another entrant that will return to the main track off a poor turf 
start, and he continues his class descent and gets a rider change this 
afternoon for trainer Forrest Kaelin, who is looking for form reversal; tab 
for a minor award. 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-9-1-8 
 
 
RACE THREE     
The homebred BANTU is a well-bred son of Stormy Atlantic out of a Gone 
West mare that ran well in his turf and career debut at Ellis back in early 
July, and he’s bred top and bottom to relish the stretch out around two-
turns in this spot. I like that he stalked a quick pace on debut, got shuffled 
back, and ran on again to be second, beaten three lengths and change for 
all the money, and he was well-backed on the windows right out the box. 
He likely got a lot out of his first start and will progress in a forward 
manner this afternoon; choice. FRED’STWIRLINCANDY suffered a tough 
beat in his last start, as he did all the heavy lifting on the front-end in his 
turf debut and was just nailed by a scant nose on the wire. He should get a 
great trip stalking the projected front-runner—BANTU—and has enough 
natural speed to overcome his unfortunate wide post draw. Son of Twirling 
Candy has room for improvement in the third start of his current form 
cycle and is an overlaid 12-1 on the morning line; contender. SHIP 
STALKER is a first-time starter that hails from the scorching-hot Brad Cox 
barn, an outfit that sent out Stonewall Boy ($4.60) to win on debut 
yesterday and is hitting at a gaudy 48 percent strike rate at the tilt. 
Chestnut son of Midshipman is bred to handle the grass and is sitting on a 
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“bullet” :48 1/5 breeze locally seven days ago. It’s difficult to ignore 
anything this stable currently leads over at the meet; capable right out of 
the box. BRYZZO is a very well bred son of Medaglia d’Oro out of this Kris 
S. mare Ellie’s Moment, making him a half-brother to the grade one turf 
winner Time and Motion. Dark bay or brown colt fetched $500,000 large at 
Keeneland last September and will make his career debut for a barn that is 
more than capable with first-time starters and juveniles. He’s bred to be 
any kind; can factor in a competitive heat. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-10-2-5 
 
 
RACE FOUR 
SUCH A TEASE returns to the races off a brief layoff for trainer Paul 
McGee, and the bay son of Tiz Wonderful ran big on debut at Churchill back 
in late June in a six-furlong heat that went in a swift 1:10 flat, as he broke 
from the parking lot, was eight-wide turning for home and only finished a 
length and half off an honest horse in Zipp On By. He gets Lasix for the first 
time this afternoon, is bred top and bottom to relish the added distance, 
and has plenty of upside making just his second career start; rates top 
billing. LEADING CAUSE has never been off the board since stretching out 
around two-turns on dirt, but this son of Creative Cause has lacked a 
decisive finishing move in his past four starts. The gray has effective 
tactical speed that will help him with the wide post draw, and he typically 
runs his race to pick up a paycheck. It’s hard to knock his consistency; 
likely for part, taking a stand against for top honors. YONDERING has a 
license for continued improvement making the third start of is current 
form cycle, and this well-bred bay son of Medaglia d’Oro out of a Distorted 
Humor mare was six-wide at the quarter-pole in his last start and got 
bumped around at the break in his penultimate effort. He’ll sport blinkers 
for the first-time today; contender. TAPSOLUTE has improved in each start 
since he returned to the races off a near two-month layoff at Churchill 
Downs back in June, and this $600,000 son of Tapit has finished in the 
money in three-of-seven lifetime starts for the Asmussen barn. The gray 
was only a head behind LEADING CAUSE two starts back, and he broke 
from the eight-hole in his last race and is more favorably drawn this 
afternoon; threat. 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-8-1-5 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
SHARP ART is a perfect two-for-two al Ellis Park and was well prepared off 
the layoff in his last start by trainer Matt Kordenbrock. He has a license to 
move forward off that effort making his second start off the shelf and while 
he’ll step up in class and face a tougher bunch this time around, he has 
some sneaky back-class having banged heads with the likes of Mayor Mac, 
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Whitmore, and Black Bear this winter in Hot Springs, and he was only a 
length off the crack graded stakes winning sprinter Alsvid in his first start 
of 2017. He has won his past two starts going eight-furlongs on dirt, and 
I’m loving the 8-1 morning line price; choice. COWBOY RHYTHM’s only off 
the board efforts have been against graded stakes company, and he has 
been sharp in a pair of starts since moving into Kellyn Gorder’s barn and 
trying an easier circuit. Well-bred gray son of Tapit is a handy sort that has 
tactical speed, and he’s a consistent horse that finished in the money in 
seven-of-nine lifetime starts. He may want a tad more distance than a mile, 
but his 2017 form is formidable; lots to like. RISE UP has “run off” like 
early speed but has a pronounced tendency to spit the proverbial bit in the 
stretch. 10-time winner likes “The Pea Patch” but is two for his last nine 
and winless from four starts this year. I like the late jockey change to 
Calvin Borel, but COWBOY RHYTHM and IRONCLAD also have some early 
lick; more interested as the price increases. IRONCLAD hit his best stride 
too late and finished nearly two lengths behind COWBOY RHYTHM in his 
last start going a mile and seventy yards in the slop at Indiana Grand, and 
he turns back a bit in distance in this afternoon for trainer Karl Broberg. 
Both his wins this year have come against lesser adversaries, and he looks 
to be a tick cheap for this bunch; minor award candidate.   
 
SELECTIONS: 1-7-2-8 
 
 
RACE SIX 
The gray colt GRANDPA FRANK was the beaten chalk on debut at Ellis 22 
days ago, but the son of Creative Cause gave a good account of himself to be 
fifth of nine, beaten five lengths and change for all the money. Two-year-old 
will be tighter making his second career start, and the Brad Cox juggernaut 
has been tough to stop this summer in Henderson. The post draw hurts, 
but I like the rider switch to Joe Rocco, Jr.; gets the nod. BO TEE improved 
when stretching out and trying the turf for the first time, as the bay son of 
Kitten’s Joy stalked a moderate pace and finished with good energy in his 
last race. His chances of winning were compromised in that affair when he 
lugged-in in deep stretch, but he’ll wear blinkers for the first time in this 
spot for trainer Jinks Fires, and that could correct that problem. The 10-1 
morning line installment is tantalizing; has the looks of an overlay. The 
homebred STRATEGIC EKATI is a two-year-old Tale of Ekati colt that will 
make his career debut for the Steve Asmussen barn, an outfit that excels 
with juveniles and hits at a solid clip with its first-time starters. Bay colt 
has a gap-free public work tab since early June, and he gets Corey Lanerie 
in the boot; contends right out of the box. THE NARROWING WAY is a well-
bred son of Giant’s Causeway out of a Scat Daddy mare that will make his 
career debut in a two-turn turf heat for trainer Charlie LoPresti. Chestnut 
fellow is out of a half-sister to the useful sire Mutakddim and to the grade 
one stakes placed Smooth Charmer. His pedigree is all turf; worth your 
time to check him out in the paddock. 
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SELECTIONS: 10-2-7-9 
 
 
RACE SEVEN—Cliff Guilliams Handicap 
PLEUVEN(FR), the highweight with 123 pounds, looks like a solid play to 
defend his title in the Cliff Guilliams, as the consistent son of Turtle 
Bowl(Ire) has finished in the money in an impressive 14-of-19 turf starts 
lifetime and is a graded stakes winner at this mile and a sixteenth trip on 
the weeds. He returns to the races off a near two-month layoff for the Sims 
barn—who sent out Leading Cause ($7.80) to win the fourth race on 
today’s program—and tends to run big when he’s fresh. He prefers some 
cut in the ground but can handle “firm” going as well; rates top billing. 
FLATLINED got a deserved break off a lengthy campaign, and he drops out 
of grade one company in this spot for trainer Scooter Dickey. Bay son of 
Flatter is a grade two stakes winner this year at this eight and a half-
furlong trip on grass, and he owns a back class advantage over most of the 
entrants in this field. He has a sharp public work tab since he last race and 
is sitting on a “bullet” five-panel move at Churchill in 1:00 4/5 six days ago; 
contender. ONE GO ALL GO probably wants more than a mile and a 
sixteenth in distance, but he some early lick and gets and advantageous 
inside post draw. Bay son of Fairbanks is another on the drop out of graded 
stakes company, and he will likely improve in his second start off an 
extended layoff. He always provides value on the tote board; threat at a 
square price. ONE MEAN MAN had a big year in 2016 and has yet to 
replicate that form this year, but he is a multiple stakes winner on turf and 
is a perfect one-for-one over the local course for trainer Bernie Flint. He 
has been hooking some heavy hitters (Western Reserve, World Approval, 
etc.) in his past three starts and seems to be rounding into form; useful 
when spreading in the exotics. 
 
SELECTIONS: 11-9-1-3 
 
 
RACE EIGHT—The Groupie Doll Stakes(G3) 
The Harlan’s Holiday filly PINCH HIT has been razor-sharp for trainer 
Brad Cox since wearing blinkers for the first time back in March at 
Oaklawn Park, and she has retained her good form while ascending in 
class. She “cat-hopped” in her first start over the local strip back on July 
16, making short work of a $40K optional claiming/money-since allowance 
field by six lengths while being geared down late. She has effective tactical 
speed which will help her with the wide post draw, and jockey Fernando De 
La Cruz is at his best on front-running types. He’s 12-1 on the morning 
line; rare overlay for the Cox barn. WALKABOUT is a pretty consistent 
daughter of Stroll that won her only start on the main track at Ellis Park 
by open lengths, is a grade three stakes winner this year for trainer Ian 
Wilkes, and I like the slight cut back in distance to this eight-furlong trip. 
She was shut off at the sixteenth-pole in her last start in Iowa while 
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making a move from off the pace; contends with a clean trip. TIGER MOTH 
is coming off an impressive win in a $100K stakes at Indiana Grand back 
on July 15, but she turns back to a distance at which she’s one-for-five 
lifetime in this spot and hasn’t been able to string winning efforts together 
in the recent past. Late-running daughter of Street Sense will get an honest 
pace in front of her to set up her late kick, but may run out of ground; 
likely for part, taking a stand against for top honors. ADORE returns to the 
races off a near two-month layoff for the Asmussen barn and is capable of 
producing a winning effort off the sidelines. She made short work of 
Fuhriously Kissed in the slop in her last start at Churchill Downs back on 
June 22, and that rival came back out of that race to win at Saratoga. She 
faced eventual stakes winner Ivy Bell in the penultimate effort, and she’s 
12-1 on the morning line; cannot eliminate with confidence. 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-9-8-5 
 
 
RACE NINE 
There is plenty of early speed signed on in Sunday’s nightcap “get-out” race 
and, as such, I’ll take a shot with the handy son of Gone Astray CONQUEST 
GOING GONE making his first start off the claim for the Charles Walker 
barn. Four-year-old was in the midst of a hot pace in his last start and tired 
in the stretch drive, but he will appreciate the surface change to turf in this 
heat, a surface on which he has been first-or-second in three-of-four 
lifetime starts. He should get a dream trip stalking the pace under jockey 
Jack Gilligan; gets the nod. MR. HAIRE is another entrant that has useful 
past turf form, having finished in first-or-second in 50 percent of his 
lifetime starts on the weeds, and he will return to the lawn for the first 
time in two starts in this spot. There is a lot of early speed in here to set up 
his late kick, and I like that jockey Chris Landeros stays with him; 
contender. The lone three-year-old KIELBASA is a freewheeling son of City 
Zip in a race loaded with front-running types—never a good angle—but he 
does have sharp current form for trainer Buff Bradley and creeps down in 
class off a game effort at Arlington in his last start in an off-the-turf affair 
contested on the Polytrack. He tends to drift out in the stretch drive, which 
may be costly late in the race, and he’ll get plenty of attention at the 
windows; has the looks of an underlay. THUNDERCLOUD has been stuck in 
this condition for some time, but he ran a big race in his last turf start, 
which was over the local course last September. He comes into this heat 
fresh and will be a huge price on the tote board; can bolster exotic payoffs. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-5-8-1 


